We present here an analysis of strong, weak, and critical bright-light resetting trials in humans, and report not only phase but also amplitude data for the first time. For this analysis, an appropriate iterative smoothing procedure for phase transition curves is introduced, in which the data are sequenced so as to minimize the perpendicular distance from the data to the smoothed fit. From these smoothed data, we create polar phase-amplitude resetting maps (PARMs) in order to fully illustrate the effects of the resetting stimuli on both circadian amplitude and phase, and thereby to determine whether these resetting results can be decribed by a phase-only model or whether a phase-amplitude model is required. Our results indicate that a single 5-hr episode of bright light induces weak type 1 resetting of the human circadian pacemaker. Two cycles of exposure to the same stimulus on consecutive days induce critical resetting, in which significant amplitude reduction may be observed. A three-cycle stimulus induces strong type 0 resetting with different effects on circadian amplitude, depending on the initial phase of the stimulus application. When a three-cycle stimulus is centered near the nadir of the temperature cycle, large phase shifts are achieved via amplitude suppression. However, when this stimulus is centered away from the temperature nadir, smaller phase shifts are achieved in which both small increases and small decreases in circadian amplitude are observed. These data indicate that the human circadian pacemaker is not a simple, phase-only oscillator. Instead, a full description of human circadian resetting responses to light requires analysis of both phase and amplitude data&mdash;a finding that is consistent with a phase-amplitude model of the circadian resetting mechanism.
of pacemaker models, and is often treated as separate from and irrelevant to actual resetting experiments (however, see Winfree, 1973; Lakin-Thomas et al., 1991; and Pittendrigh et al., 1991) . Phase-amplitude resetting maps (PARMs) have been developed as a powerful tool to represent changes in amplitude and phase simultaneously, and have been widely used to present theoretical predictions from models of circadian resetting. Surprisingly, although every experiment in which type 0 resetting has been reported requires consideration of both phase and amplitude for a complete description of circadian resetting, there have been virtually no reports in which actual amplitude and phase data derived from a resetting experiment have been presented in this manner. In 1989, we reported that human subjects showed type 0 resetting in response to a strong stimulus consisting of three circadian cycles of ordinary indoor room light, bright light, and darkness (Czeisler et al., 1989) . In further experiments, we found that stimuli of intermediate strength (i.e ., fewer stimulus cycles) centered at the critical (&dquo;breakpoint&dquo;) phase of the PRC could greatly suppress the amplitude of circadian marker rhythms, suggesting the existence of a singularity and showing an effect of resetting stimuli on circadian amplitude (Jewett et al., 1991) . In our view, these observations indicated that both amplitude and phase information are necessary for a full description of human circadian resetting Czeisler, 1994) . Thus, we have supported a phase-amplitude model of resetting, in which both type 1 resetting (in response to weak stimuli) and type 0 resetting (in response to strong stimuli) can be achieved via a combination of changes in circadian phase and circadian amplitude (Kronauer, 1990 ; .
However, some investigators remain unconvinced that type 0 resetting has actually been demonstrated, and thus continue to believe that a phase-only model is a more parsimonious explanation for human circadian resetting than is a phase-amplitude model (Beersma and Daan, 1993a,b) . In such a phase-only system, phase shifts occur via progressive changes in circadian phase, so that only type 1 resetting can be achieved, regardless of the number of stimulus cycles used (Strogatz, 1990; Zeng et al., 1992) . If the human circadian pacemaker were essentially a phase-only system, then every PRC-including the three-cycle PRC published previously (Czeisler et al., 1989 )-would by definition have to be type 1, even if it appeared to be type 0. Beersma and Daan (1993a,b) have suggested that our type-0shaped three-cycle PRC could have actually been a type 1 PRC, and thus explainable by a phase-only model. As we have pointed out, this could only be true if the PRC to a single stimulus cycle contained very large phase shifts (5 to 8 hr) and had a narrow portion of steep positive slope near the critical region. Beersma and Daan (1993a) have proposed that three iterations of such a one-cycle PRC could produce a three-cycle type 1 PRC, which would be indistinguishable from type 0. In their phase-only model, the large phase shifts observed in response to a three-cycle stimulus would result from an initial single very large shift of circadian phase, followed by two smaller phase shifts, without any changes in circadian amplitude. In contrast, the phase-amplitude model that we support predicts that the one-cycle PRC for normal initial amplitudes should contain smaller phase shifts, because the large phase shifts observed in response to the three-cycle stimulus would instead result from an initial suppression of circadian amplitude (in response to the first two stimulus cycles), followed by a large phase shift and amplitude enhancement (in response to the third stimulus cycle) .
In order to resolve this debate, it is necessary to investigate the effects of strong, weak, and critical resetting stimuli on both circadian amplitude and phase. This is most readily achieved by presenting these resetting data on polar PARMs. In addition, it is important to look at the resetting response of the human circadian system to a one-cycle stimulus, in order to determine whether the one-cycle PRC is consistent with that needed to support the phase-only model proposed by Beersma and Daan. Therefore, we present here a reanalysis of resetting trials reported previously (Czeisler et al., 1989; Jewett et al., 1991) , in which amplitude data are reported for the first time. We also present data from a pilot study of the resetting response to a one-cycle stimulus, in order to investigate the effects of weaker (type 1) stimuli on circadian amplitude and phase, and to estimate the shape of the one-cycle PRC. These data are analyzed with a new smoothing procedure in which the data are sequenced so as to minimize the perpendicular distance from the data to the smoothed fit.
From these smoothed data, we create PARMs to illustrate the full effects of the stimuli on both circadian amplitude and phase. We thereby ascertain whether these resetting results can be described by a phase-only model or whether a phase-amplitude model is required.
METHODS

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
THREE-CYCLE RESETTING TRIALS
As reported in Czeisler et al. (1989) , 45 three-cycle resetting trials were conducted across the full range of the circadian cycle in 14 healthy young male subjects. Each trial began with an initial prestimulus evaluation of endogenous circadian phase and amplitude, using a 30to 50-hr constant routine (CR). This procedure was designed to unmask the endogenous component of the core body temperature rhythm by either eliminating, or distributing uniformly across the circadian cycle, physiological responses to environmental and behavioral stimuli that otherwise obscure it (Mills et al., 1978; Czeisler et al., 1986; Czeisler and Jewett, 1990 ). This initial CR was followed by a sequence of three circadian stimulus cycles, each of which contained the following: darkness/sleep (<0.02 lux; length, 8.0 hr), ordinary indoor room light (-150 lux; total length, 11.5 hr), and bright light (7000-12,000 lux; length, 5.0 hr, bracketed by 15 min of transitional illumination). Endogenous circadian phase and amplitude were then reassessed in a final, poststimulus CR.
A two-harmonic regression model was fitted to the temperature data collected during each CR (Brown and Czeisler, 1992) . Endogenous circadian phase was defined to be the average of the minima from the single-harmonic and composite waveforms of the model, since we have found that this provides the best estimate for the timing of the temperature nadir (Czeisler et al., 1989) . Endogenous circadian amplitude was defined to be the amplitude (mean to trough) of the fundamental component of this fit, since this provides a better estimate of the average temperature amplitude during the CR (Jewett et al., 1991) . The phase of the light stimulus (4)L) was defined to be that of the effective center of the photic stimulus (0.73 [midpoint of the bright-light stimulus] + 0.27 [midpoint of the room light]), as previously described (Czeisler et al., 1989) . This function takes into account the resetting influence of room light in trials in which the bright-light stimulus was not centered exactly 12 hr opposite the dark period.
In the present retrospective analysis of the amplitude data from those 45 resetting trials, three new entry criteria were established in order to ensure accuracy of amplitude estimation and responsiveness: (1) an initial and final CR length at least 90% of a full circadian cycle in duration (i.e., ~22 hr); (2) presence of CR temperature data for at least 75 circadian degrees (i.e., 5 hr) before and after the estimated temperature minimum; and (3) an initial circadian temperature amplitude that was no more than two standard deviations below the population mean for the original 45 trials. Based on these three criteria, the present analysis was applied to 37 of the 45 original resetting trials in 13 of the 14 young male subjects originally studied (mean ± SEM age of this subset of subjects, 20.9 ± 0.5 years; range, 18-23 years).
TWO-CYCLE RESETTING TRIALS
As reported in Jewett et al. ( 1991 ) , 18 resetting trials were conducted near the most sensitive portion of the circadian cycle in 14 healthy young male subjects. In these trials, circadian phase and amplitude were re-evaluated after fewer stimulus cycles, in order to assess the state of the circadian system en route to the large phase shifts induced by the three-cycle stimulus described above. Three of these 18 resetting trials used a single stimulus cycle in which the bright-light episode was too long (;8 hr) to be compared to that of the threecycle resetting trials described above. The present analysis was thus applied to the remaining 15 trials (11 subjects, mean ± SEM age, 22.6 ± 1.0 years; range, 18-29 years). As in the three-cycle protocol described above, endogenous circadian phase and amplitude were evaluated before and after the stimulus application, using an initial and final CR. However, in the two-cycle resetting trials, the second CR occurred after only two stimulus cycles, each of which contained the following: darkness, ordinary indoor room light (-~-150 lux), and bright light (7000-12,000 lux; average length, 5.69 ± 0.34 hr; range, 5.0 to 6.2 hr, bracketed by approximately 15 min of transitional illumination).
In seven of these studies, a third stimulus cycle containing darkness, ordinary indoor room light (-150 lux), and bright light (7000-12,000 lux; average length, 5.84 ± 0.12 hr; range, 5.5 to 6.2 hr, bracketed by approximately 15 min of transitional illumination) was applied after the second CR at approximately the same circadian phase as the first two stimulus cycles. In one subject, a cycle of darkness was applied after the second CR. Endogenous circadian phase and amplitude were then re-evaluated in a final, third CR.
ONE-CYCLE RESETTING TRIALS
In addition to the seven one-cycle trials performed following exposure to a two-cycle stimulus in the seven subjects described above, eight more one-cycle trials were performed in seven other healthy young male subjects. Of these 15 trials, 11 trials in 11 subjects met the entry criteria for initial amplitude described above for the three-cycle trials (mean ± SEM age of this subset of subjects, 21.4 ± 0.5 years; range, 19-24 years). As in the protocols described above, endogenous circadian phase and amplitude were evaluated before and after the stimulus application using an initial and final CR. In these studies, the stimulus consisted of one cycle containing the following: darkness, ordinary indoor room light (-~-150 lux), and bright light (7000-12,000 lux; average length, 5.24 ± 0.22 hr; range, 4.0 to 6.2 hr, bracketed by approximately 15 min of transitional illumination).
DATA ANALYSIS
Traditionally, PRCs (and phase transition curves [PTCs]) have been constructed by arbitrarily defining phase advances as being positive in sign and phase delays as negative in sign, and then either averaging these phase shifts (which may be of opposite sign) in bins of arbitrary duration, or smoothing them using either a simple running average or some kind of a weighted average (e.g., Johnson, 1990) . Unfortunately, this procedure is inappropriate for PRCs and PTCs into which the sign convention has introduced apparent breakpoints. Smoothing &dquo;positive&dquo; and &dquo;negative&dquo; shifts over these apparent &dquo;breakpoints&dquo; can produce misleading results, in which the averaging process itself may alter the apparent classification (i.e., type 1 or type 0) of the resetting curve. For example, binning data from a type 0 PRC in this manner can result in a smoothed PRC that appears to be type 1. On the other hand, binning a type 1 PTC across its &dquo;breakpoint&dquo; can result in a smoothed PTC that appears to be type 0. Therefore, a sign convention must always be chosen so that the data are continuous prior to the application of any smoothing procedure, such as the iterative smoothing procedure described below.
Once this has been done, consideration must also be given to how the data are then sequenced for smoothing. Although it is common practice simply to sequence the data according to initial phase, this procedure only minimizes the vertical error between the data and the smoothed curve, and thus does not provide the best fit to resetting data. Sequencing resetting data for smoothing according to initial phase does not take into account the fact that the initial phase itself is also estimated with error (which is of equivalent magnitude to that of the final phase estimate). Thus, for the PTC it is the perpendicular distance from the data to the curve that must be minimized.2 This becomes particularly problematic in areas with sharp changes in slope, such as those near the critical region of type 0 PTCs. Therefore, as described in more detail below, we introduce here an iterative smoothing procedure in which the data are initially sequenced according to initial phase to create a preliminary smoothed curve that minimizes the vertical distance to the curve, but then the data are resequenced and resmoothed until the perpendicular distance between the data and the final smoothed curve has been minimized.
THREE-CYCLE RESETTING TRIALS
Trial Sequencing. To determine the sequence of the data for smoothing, a PTC was constructed in which the final phase of the light stimulus was plotted against the initial phase ( Fig. la , filled circles). &dquo;Initial phase&dquo; was defined to be the phase of the light stimulus (4~L) relative to the prestimulus temperature cycle, as measured during the initial CR. &dquo;Final phase&dquo; was defined to be 4)L relative to the poststimulus temperature cycle, as measured in the final CR. In both cases, the fitted temperature minimum was arbitrarily assigned a reference value of 0°.
The final sequence for smoothing, which minimized the perpendicular distance from the data to the smoothed curve, was determined by the following iterative process:
1. The original data were first sequenced according to initial phase ( Fig. la , numbers in parentheses).
2. Once the data were sequenced, a weighted running average (described below) was taken of the initial phases and of the final phases to create preliminary smoothed data points ( Fig. la , open circles), which were then connected with straight lines (Fig. la , dotted lines) to create a preliminary PTC. FIGURE 1. (a) Illustration of the iterative method used to sequence the resetting data for smoothing. Final phase versus initial phase was plotted for the original data set (filled circles). The data were sequenced in order of initial phase (numbers within parentheses), and a weighted running average of initial and final phases was performed to create a preliminary smoothed data set (open circles). These smoothed points were connected with straight lines (dotted lines) to create a preliminary smoothed phase transition curve (PTC). Perpendiculars (solid lines) were then dropped from the original data to that preliminary PTC. The original data were resequenced according to the order in which the perpendiculars fell along the preliminary smoothed fit (numbers outside parentheses), and the data were resmoothed using the weighted running average. This process was repeated until no further sequence changes occurred. (b) Once the final smoothing sequence was determined, the original data (filled circles) were smoothed using the weighted running average to create final smoothed data points (open squares). These were connected with straight lines (bold lines) to create the final smoothed PTC. This iterative process minimized the perpendicular distance from the data points to the smoothed fit. For comparison, the smoothed fit to the data when the data are sequenced by initial phase (dashed line) is shown.
3. Perpendiculars (Fig. la, solid lines) were then dropped from each original data point to the preliminary smoothed PTC. If two perpendiculars could be constructed, as in concavities, the perpendicular that had the shortest distance to the curve was chosen.
4. The original data were then resequenced according to the order in which their perpendiculars fell along the preliminary smoothed PTC (Fig. la , numbers outside parentheses). 5. Steps 2, 3, and 4 were then repeated; each time, perpendiculars were dropped from the original data set to the PTC created from smoothing the resequenced original data, until no further changes occurred in the sequence of the perpendiculars along the smoothed PTC.
This iterative process resulted in the final smoothed curve shown in Figure lb (open squares), in which the perpendicular distance from the original data set to the smoothed curve was minimized.
Application of Weighted Running Average. Once the smoothing sequence was determined (as described above), a weighted running average was applied to each variable (initial phase, final phase, initial amplitude, and final amplitude). Phase and amplitude were averaged separately because the final amplitudes were all of approximately normal magnitude, and in those portions of the resetting map where the range of final phases was widespread, vector averages (such as those described below for the two-cycle data) would have artificially reduced final amplitudes. To smooth the three-cycle data, we chose to use a weighted running average with a smoothing window shaped like that of a split cosine bell (or hanning window), rather than a simple running average (which would have a boxcar-shaped window), because this kind of tapered window is particularly effective in suppressing high-frequency noise (Bloomfield, 1976) . To approximate this hanning window, we simply smoothed the data using a five-point running average and then took a three-point running average of the fivepoint averages. Throughout this paper, the terms &dquo;initial phase&dquo; (4)1)' &dquo;final phase&dquo; (4)f), &dquo;initial amplitude,&dquo; &dquo;final amplitude,&dquo; and &dquo;trials&dquo; all refer to smoothed data, unless otherwise specified. Creation of PRC, PTC, and PARM. A PRC was created for these smoothed data by plotting phase shift (å4> = 4>1 -4>f) against initial phase. A PTC was created for the same data by plotting final phase against initial phase. A PARM was created for these smoothed data by plotting initial phase and amplitude along with final phase and amplitude on polar coordinates. In the PARM, two phase-amplitude points were plotted for each trial, representing the initial and final conditions of the circadian system. The amplitude of the temperature cycle was measured on the radius, while the phase of the light stimulus relative to the phase of the fitted temperature cycle was plotted in degrees, with the fitted temperature minimum assigned a value of 0°. The final phase-amplitude points were connected in sequence with straight lines, resulting in a final phase-amplitude ring. A phase-amplitude transition vector was constructed for each trial by connecting the initial and final points on the resetting map with a straight line. We used the route of this transition vector to indicate qualitatively the resetting route that the temperature rhythm followed between the initial and final CRs.
Determination of Resetting Type. Resetting type was determined according to the following criteria (Winfree, 1980; Glass and Winfree, 1984) .
In type 1 resetting:
PRCs cross the d~ = 0° line in the critical region (near 4>1 = 0° for these data).
PTCs have an overall slope of 1, with a positive slope in the critical region. PARMs enclose the singularity (defined to be the origin, where amplitude = 0).
In critical resetting: PRCs and PTCs are ambiguous in the critical region, because of the wide range of phase shifts induced and the suppression of circadian amplitude. PARMs cross the singularity in the critical region. In type 0 resetting: PRCs cross the Ao = 180° line in the critical region. PTCs have an overall slope of 0, with a negative slope in the critical region. PARMs do not enclose the singularity.
Statistical Analysis. All averages were calculated from the original unsmoothed data sets, which showed a normal distribution, and are reported here as means ± SEMs. To determine the statistical significance of differences in a given direction between circadian amplitudes on different portions of a PARM, or between portions of different resetting maps, one-tailed t tests were performed using the unsmoothed amplitude data that corresponded in sequence to the smoothed data points in those portions of the map. In all of these data reported, we estimate the phase measurement to have a standard deviation of 0.9 hr, and the amplitude measurement to have a standard deviation of 18% .
TWO-CYCLE RESETTING TRIALS
Trial Sequencing and Smoothing. The two-cycle resetting data set consisted of a narrow range of initial phases that fell across the critical region of the PTC. In this region the PTC has a steep negative slope, so that the perpendicular distance from the smoothed curve to the data can be minimized by simply sequencing the points for smoothing according to their final phases. However, whereas in the three-cycle trials final amplitudes remained close to normal, a wide range of final amplitudes was observed in response to this twocycle stimulus. Thus, it would not have been appropriate to average the phases and amplitudes separately, as was done for the three-cycle trials, because this would have assigned undue phase weight to points that had very low amplitudes (and thus more uncertain phase estimates). Thus, for this data set the data were smoothed using vector averages.
Since taking a vector average in polar coordinates is equivalent to taking an arithmetic average in Cartesian coordinates, the polar coordinates of each data point (phase ~, amplitude A) were transformed into Cartesian coordinates (x, y) in the usual manner (x = A cos4~, y = A sin$), and the data from the final CR were plotted on Cartesian coordinates. In order to minimize the perpendicular distance from these phase-amplitude data points to the smoothed final phase-amplitude arc, these Cartesian data were then sequenced for smoothing by means of the iterative technique described below, which corresponds to that described above for the three-cycle PTC data. The initial phase-amplitude points were not used to determine the sequence for smoothing, because they all fell in a narrow range near 0°.
To sequence the data for smoothing: 1. The original data were first sequenced according to the y coordinates of the final data points, which was equivalent to sequencing them according to final phase.
2. Once the data were sequenced, a five-point running average was taken of each Cartesian coordinate to create preliminary smoothed data points. A second three-point running average was not performed so as to retain the endpoints of this noncontinuous data set. The preliminary smoothed data points were then connected with straight lines to create a preliminary smoothed phase-amplitude arc.
3. Perpendiculars were then dropped from each original phase-amplitude data point to the preliminary smoothed arc.
4. The Cartesian data were resequenced according to the order in which their perpendiculars fell along the preliminary smoothed arc. 5. Steps 2, 3, and 4 were then repeated; each time, perpendiculars were dropped from the original data set to the phase-amplitude arc created from smoothing the resequenced original data, until no further changes occurred in the sequence of the perpendiculars along the smoothed arc. This procedure resulted in a smoothing sequence that minimized the perpendicular distance from the final data points to the final phase-amplitude arc. The initial and final Cartesian data points were then smoothed in this sequence using a five-point running average. Finally, the Cartesian coordinates for the smoothed data were transformed back into polar coordinates, and the data were plotted and analyzed using the same procedures as those described above for the three-cycle resetting trials.
ONE-CYCLE RESETTING TRIALS
Trial Sequencing, Smoothing, and Plotting. The one-cycle resetting data were sequenced, plotted, and analyzed according to the same procedures as those described above for the three-cycle resetting trials. However, because this was a smaller data set with a broader spread among initial phases, there were insufficient data to smooth the data using a tapered window. Therefore, the data were smoothed using a simple three-point running average. Iteration of the One-Cycle PRC. In addition to creating a one-cycle PRC, PTC, and PARM for these smoothed data, we also iterated the one-cycle PRC three times in order to create a thrice-iterated PRC comparable to those of Beersma and Daan (1993a) . In this iterative process, initial phases (<1>1) were chosen every 30° between ~1 = 90° and ~1 = 360°, and every 15° between 4~l = 0° and < 1 > 1 = 90°. For each ~1, the magnitude and direction of the phase shift predicted by the one-cycle PRC (0~1) was added to the original initial phase (~1), giving a new adjusted initial phse ( < 1 > 2 = ~1 + 0~1). The phase shift for 2 was then determined from the one-cycle PRC (Â<I>2) and was added to ~2 to create a third initial phase ((~3 = ~2 + Â<I>2)' This process was repeated one more time, and the thrice-iterated PRC was then constructed by plotting the sum of the phase shifts (0~ _ 0~1 + Â<I>2 + Â<I>3) against the original initial phase < 1 > 1 '
RESULTS
PRC AND PTC FOR ONE-CYCLE AND THREE-CYCLE TRIALS
The smoothing procedure described in &dquo;Methods&dquo; above was designed to fit a curve to the resetting data in such a manner that the perpendicular distance from the data to the curve would be minimized. This method provided a good fit to the resetting data throughout all portions of the PTCs, especially in the regions of sharp changes in slope (see Fig. lb ). The smoothed PRC and PTC for the one-cycle resetting trials indicate that this stimulus induced type 1 resetting (Figs. 2a, 2b) . Phase shifts of relatively low magnitude (IA4~i = 4° to 71°) were achieved, with somewhat larger phase delays (maximum smoothed -A4) = -7 1') than phase advances (maximum smoothed +Â<I> = + 21°). The one-cycle PRC has a broad portion of positive slope (4oi = 341° to 80°, slope = approx. 1.08), which crosses the dashed 0~ = 0° line near the critical region ( Fig. 2a ). In the one-cycle PTC (Fig. 2b) , the curve stays near the dashed 45° line of zero phase shift, with a positive slope throughout the circadian cycle and an overall slope of 1, so that the curve climbs steadily through all the final phases as it moves across all the initial phases. Thus, both the one-cycle PRC and PTC meet the criteria for type 1 resetting. The shapes of the smoothed three-cycle PRC and PTC are consistent with results published previously (Czeisler et al., 1989) and demonstrate that this three-cycle stimulus induced type 0 resetting (Figs. 2c, 2d ). The slope of the three-cycle PRC (Fig. 2c) is negative throughout and is very steep in the highly sensitive region around ~l = 0°. In this critical region, phase delays of -180° are redefined as phase advances of + 180°, causing an apparent breakpoint in what would otherwise be a smooth curve. The three-cycle PTC (Fig.  2d ) has a sawtooth shape, with an overall slope of 0 and a large negative slope near ~; _ 0°. Throughout most of the three-cycle PTC (between about ~i = 26° and 320°), the curve is very similar to the type 1 PTC: It has a shallow positive slope, such that as +, occurs later, ~f also occurs later. However, in the portion of the three-cycle PTC where the largest phase shifts were induced and the slope is negative, as 4~, occurs later, ~f occurs earlier. This suggests a qualitative difference between the phase shifts that occur in the region of negative slope and those that occur where the slope is positive. As shown in the PARMs discussed below, these regions of positive and negative slope in the PTC are associated with differing responses of circadian amplitude to the resetting stimulus.
THREE-CYCLE PARM
The PARM (Fig. 3) illustrates the changes in endogenous circadian phase and amplitude achieved in response to a three-cycle resetting stimulus given across the full range of initial circadian phases. The initial phases of the stimuli (Fig. 3 , open circles) span all 360°, whereas the final phases (Fig. 3 , filled circles) occur in a restricted zone between 80° and 245°. The final phase-amplitude ring (Fig. 3, bold lines) does not enclose the origin, thus meeting the defining criteria for type 0 resetting. The initial amplitudes for the smoothed data range from 0.212°C to 0.294°C (unsmoothed data set: average initial amplitude, 0.247° ± 0.010°C; range, 0.148°C to 0.421°C). This reflects the normal range of endogenous circadian amplitudes observed in healthy young male subjects (Czeisler et al., 1992) . The final smoothed amplitudes differ only slightly from the initial amplitudes, with a range from 0.183°C to 0.293°C (unsmoothed data set: average final amplitude, 0.234° ± 0.012°C; range, 0.111°C to 0.363°C).
The final phase-amplitude ring has a clear inner arc and outer arc, such that it is somewhat different from the round appearance proposed in many theoretical resetting maps (e.g., Glass and Winfree, 1984; Lakin-Thomas et al., 1991) . The inner arc reflects trials in which the stimulus was applied near the critical phase (initial phases: 356° to 18°; final phases: 91° to 219°). This corresponds to the portion of the three-cycle PTC with a large negative slope (more negative than -2.0) (see Fig. 2d ). In these trials the phase-amplitude transition vector routes (see Fig. 3 , dashed lines) pass near the origin, suggesting that the large phase shifts observed in these trials (lå4>1 = 73° to 178°) may have been achieved via amplitude suppression. In addition, the fan shape of the transition vectors for these trials suggests that the light stimulus acted not only to drive the system across the cycle (from 0°t oward 180°), but also to repel the system away from the origin (toward 90° and 270°). phase-amplitude resetting map (PARM) to a three-cycle bright-light stimulus (each cycle: 7000-12,000 lux, 5 hr). Endogenous circadian amplitude of the fitted temperature cycle is represented as distance from the origin, with the outer circle indicating an amplitude of 0.3°C and each inner ring separated by 0.1°C. Circadian phase increases in the clockwise direction, with 0° representing the fitted nadir of the endogenous circadian temperature cycle. For each trial, the initial, prestimulus phase-amplitude measurement (open circles) is connected to the final, poststimulus phase-amplitude measurement (filled circles) by a phase-amplitude transition vector (dashed lines), which represents an approximation of the resetting route of the circadian system. The final phases are connected in sequence by straight lines to create a final phase-amplitude ring (bold lines). The final phase-amplitude ring does not enclose the origin, indicating type 0 resetting. The outer arc of the final phase-amplitude ring consists of trials in which the initial phases of the stimulus occurred over a wide range, excluding the narrow region around the temperature minimum (initial phases: 26° to 320°; final phases: 810 to 239°), corresponding to the large portion of the three-cycle PTC that has a positive slope (see Fig. 2d ). In these trials, smaller phase shifts were achieved (lå4>1 = 1° to 81°). Their vector routes pass well outside of the singular region (see Fig. 3 ), suggesting minimal changes in amplitude. The average amplitude on the outer arc (0.240° ± 0.013°C) is higher than that on the inner arc (0.203° ± 0.018°C), but this difference does not quite achieve significance (p = 0.057). It is this relative similarity in final amplitudes that causes the final phase-amplitude ring to be crescent-shaped rather than round.
In addition to the differences in the final amplitudes achieved when the stimulus was centered inside versus outside the critical region, there is also a variation in the final amplitudes depending on whether the stimulus was applied before or after the temperature nadir (4)¡ = 0°), even though there is no significant difference in initial amplitudes. Smaller final amplitudes are associated with stimuli centered after the nadir (4~, between 0° and 180°, average final amplitude 0.221° ± 0.012°C), and significantly larger amplitudes (p = 0.04) are associated with stimuli centered before the nadir (4~, between 180° and 360°, average final amplitude 0.260° ± 0.020°C). Although the upper portion of the resetting map (0° to 180°) generally corresponds to phase advances and the lower portion ( 180° to 0°) generally corresponds to phase delays, when the final amplitudes were compared according to a strict criterion of direction of phase shift, the average final amplitudes were no longer significantly different.
TWO-CYCLE RESETTING TRIALS
The data from the two-cycle resetting trials are presented in Figure 4 (triangles). For comparison, the inner arc (filled circles) and outer portions (shaded circles) of the final phase-amplitude ring from the three-cycle resetting trials are also shown. The initial phases of the smoothed two-cycle trials (open triangles) range from 7° to 11 °, and thus all fall in the narrow critical region of the three-cycle PTC where the slope is steeply negative (see Fig.   FIGURE 4 . Smoothed PARM to a two-cycle bright-light stimulus (each cycle: 7000-12,000 lux, 5.69 ± 0.34 hr) that was centered near the nadir of the temperature cycle. Plotted as in Figure 3 . Open triangles represent initial phase-amplitude measurements, and filled triangles represent final phase-amplitude measurements. The final phase-amplitude arc passes near the origin, indicating near-critical resetting. For comparison, the inner arc (filled circles) and outer portions (shaded circles) of the final phase-amplitude ring from the three-cycle PARM are also shown. The filled circles represent the portion of the three-cycle final ring that corresponds to the portion of the two-cycle PARM shown here. 2d). The final phases of the smoothed two-cycle trials (filled triangles) range from 282° to 114°, creating an arc that corresponds to the inner arc of the final phase-amplitude ring for the three-cycle trials (filled circles). Although there are no data available at this time to determine the precise shape of the outer arc of the two-cycle final phase-amplitude ring, the present data indicate that the final ring encloses the origin, and thus that on average type 1 resetting was achieved in response to this two-cycle stimulus. However, the final phase-amplitude arc passes so close to the origin (within 0.033°C) that when interindividual differences and error are taken into account, it is more meaningful to describe this as critical resetting, on the border between type 1 and type 0 resetting.
The initial amplitudes for the two-cycle data reflect the normal range of endogenous circadian temperature amplitudes for young men (Czeisler et al., 1992) , ranging from 0.217°C to 0.264°C (unsmoothed data set: average initial amplitude, 0.249° ± 0.021°C; range, 0.144°C to 0.438°C). The final smoothed amplitudes for these trials were significantly lower than the initial amplitudes (p = 0.00002), with a range from 0.033°C to 0.108°C (unsmoothed data set: average final amplitude, 0.114° ± 0.017°C; range, 0.005°C to 0.223°C). Although the initial amplitudes for the two-cycle resetting trials (Fig. 4 , open triangles) were similar to those of the three-cycle trials (Fig. 3 , open circles), there was a significant difference (p = 0.001 ) between the final amplitude on the inner arc of the three-cycle final phase-amplitude ring (0.203° ± 0.018°C) ( Fig. 4, filled circles) , and the final amplitudes when the resetting trials were interrupted after only two stimulus cycles (0.114° ± 0.017°C) (Fig. 4, filled triangles) .
In the seven two-cycle subjects who were exposed to an additional third stimulus cycle following the second CR, the average endogenous circadian amplitudes showed a significant increase (p = 0.003) from a low amplitude of 0.134° ± 0.024°C following the first two stimulus cycles, to a normal amplitude of 0.251° ± 0.022°C following the third stimulus cycle. In contrast, the subject who was maintained in a cycle of darkness following exposure to an amplitude-suppressing two-cycle stimulus showed only minimal amplitude recovery (from 0.031°C to 0.090°C) in his third CR. In addition, the data indicate that this subject did not show any phase shift during the cycle of darkness. In contrast, in the three trials in which the first two stimulus cycles reduced the circadian amplitudes to less than 0.100°C (0.064°C, 0.081°C, and 0.052°C), the data indicate that the third stimulus cycle may have induced large phase shifts (approximately +3, +4, and +6 hr, respectively). However, these phase-shift data must be considered qualitatively rather than quantitatively, since phase estimates at circadian amplitudes below 0.100°C can be quite unreliable.
ONE-CYCLE PARM
The one-cycle PARM is shown in Figure 5 . As in the three-cycle PARM, the initial phases of the stimuli (Fig. 5 , open squares) span all 360°. However, unlike the type 0 three-cycle resetting map, in which the final phases fall in a restricted zone between 79° and 245° (Fig.  3, filled circles) , the final phases for these one-cycle trials (Fig. 5 , filled squares) span all 360°, so that the final phase-amplitude ring encloses the origin, indicating type 1 resetting. Although all of the trials had initial amplitudes no more than two standard deviations below the original population mean for the three-cycle trials, the smoothed initial amplitudes for the one-cycle data were slightly lower than normal, ranging from 0.163°C to 0.258°C (unsmoothed data set: average initial amplitude, 0.212° ± 0.017°C; range, 0.141°C to FIGURE 5. Smoothed PARM to a one-cycle brightlight stimulus (7000-12,000 lux, 5.24 ± 0.22 hr). Plotted as in Figure 3 . The open squares represent the initial phase-amplitude measurements, and the filled squares represent the final phase-amplitude measurements. The final phase-amplitude ring (bold lines) encloses the origin, indicating type 1 resetting. 0.348°C). The final smoothed amplitudes are similar to the initial amplitudes, with a range from 0.135°C to 0.297°C (unsmoothed data set: average final amplitude, 0.211 ° ± 0.006°C; range, 0.107°C to 0.335°C).
DISCUSSION
The data reported here demonstrate that resetting type can only be determined by observing the resetting response to a stimulus in the critical region, near 4>1 = 0°, since type 1 and type 0 responses can appear similar outside of this region (see Fig. 2 ). In addition, outside of the critical region, both the one-cycle PRC and the three-cycle PRC show slightly larger phase delays than phase advances. Much of this difference can be accounted for by presuming that the intrinsic period (T) of young male subjects is approximately 24.2 hr Shanahan and Czeisler, 1991; Campbell et al., 1993) . Thus, in addition to any phase shifts induced by exposure to the cyclical light stimuli, we would also expect a delay drift of approximately 0.2 hr per day during each trial, because of this non-24-hr T. In order to determine the magnitudes of the phase shifts induced by the light stimuli alone, the observed phase shifts in the three-cycle study should be adjusted by approximately + 1.0 hr, and the observed phase shifts in the one-cycle study should be adjusted by approximately + 0.6 hr. This adjustment accounts for most of the differences in magnitude between the phase advances and phase delays in the three-cycle study. In the one-cycle study, however, the phase delays are still somewhat larger than the phase advances, even after adjusting for drift caused by a non-24-hr T.
In some species, transients in phase are observed following exposure to resetting stimuli, so that phase shifts observed immediately after stimulus application do not reflect the full magnitude of the total shift induced by the stimulus. These transients are often especially large during phase advances (Pittendrigh et al., 1958) . In the studies presented here, endogenous circadian phase was assessed only 1 to 2 days after the end of the stimulus application, so that it is possible that transients in the phase advances are partially responsible for the difference in magnitude observed between the phase advances and phase delays in the onecycle data. Thus, these data indicate that in order to determine whether the size of the phase advances have been underestimated, further studies are needed to characterize more fully how quickly steady-state phases are achieved following exposure to bright-light stimuli.
The critical region of the one-cycle resetting trials indicates that a single exposure to bright light induced type 1 resetting, which is consistent with the results of other studies using one-cycle stimuli (Honma et al., 1987; Kennaway et al., 1987; Honma and Honma, 1988; Buresovd et al., 1991; Minors et al., 1991; Dawson et al., 1993; Van Cauter et al., 1993) . However, the shape of the one-cycle PRC presented here is quite different from that postulated by Beersma and Daan (1993a) to support their phase-only model of human circadian resetting (Figs. 6a, 6b , open cirlces). As we pointed out , their model requires that the one-cycle PRC have the following three characteristics: (1) very large phase shifts in response to a one-cycle stimulus; (2) a relatively narrow portion (4 hr wide) of positive slope; and (3) a slope in the critical region that is very steep (slope FIGURE 6. (a) One-cycle PRCs, plotted as in Figure 2a , showing a comparison of one-cycle experimental data (filled squares) and predictions for one-cycle resetting of a phase-only model (open circles, redrawn to scale from Beersma and Daan, 1993a, Fig. 4 ) and a phase-amplitude model (bold line, redrawn from Fig. 2 ). (b) Comparison one-cycle PTCs of the data and models from panel a, plotted as in Figure 2b . (c) Three iterations of the one-cycle PRC shown in Figure 2a , illustrating the phase shifts (open squares) in response to a three-cycle stimulus predicted by our onecycle PRC, given phase-only resetting. as steep as 4) (Beersma and Daan, 1993a) . However, the actual experimental one-cycle PRC data presented here (Fig. 6a , filled squares) do not support any of these three premises.
First of all, the one-cycle PRC presented here has much smaller phase shifts ( -4 .7 hr A4o --+ 1.4 hr) than those predicted by the one-cycle PRC proposed by Beersma and Daan (1993a) from their computer simulations ( -8 hr % A+ % + 8.3 hr). In the absence of amplitude resetting, a series of three iterations of the one-cycle PRC reported here would be insufficient to produce the large phase shifts (up to 12 hr) observed in our three-cycle PRC (Fig 2c) , and would instead yield the type 1 PRC shown in Figure 6c . Second, the portion of positive slope in the one-cycle PRC is broad rather than narrow. In fact, it spans nearly 7 hr (341° to 80°). Third, the slope through the critical region is shallow rather than steep, with an average value of 1.08. This shallow slope allows type 1 and type 0 resetting to be easily distinguished in human subjects, given sufficient sampling in the critical region (as was done in the three-cycle study reported previously, which had 28 trials with +, between 341 and 80°; Czeisler et al., 1989) . Kronauer (1990) has proposed an alternative, quantitative model of the human circadian pacemaker's response to light, which assumes that the pacemaker acts as a limit cycle oscillator (i.e., pacemaker amplitude gradually returns to normal values following amplitude reduction or enhancement) and has a phase-amplitude response to light stimuli. The shapes of the one-cycle PRC, PTC, and PARM presented here are similar to those derived from this model for a one-cycle stimulus given at normal initial amplitudes (Figs. 6a, 6b, bold line) Kronauer and Czeisler, 193) . Interestingly, as mentioned above, the initial amplitudes of the temperature cycle in the one-cycle trials reported here were somewhat lower than normal. The model would thus correctly predict that the phase shifts actually observed in response to the stimulus (Fig. 6 , filled squares) would be slightly larger than those calculated for normal initial amplitudes (Fig. 6 , bold line).
Kronauer's mathematical model further predicts that two stimulus cycles centered near the critical region would induce a great deal of amplitude suppression, such that the inner arc of the final phase-amplitude ring would pass through the origin at +, = 0° . We found that our two-cycle stimulus did indeed suppress amplitude and that the inner arc passes near the origin at ~; = 0°, in a manner similar to that predicted by Kronauer's model (Fig. 4 ). Kronauer's model also yields a three-cycle PARM that is in agreement with the three-cycle resetting map reported here . Thus this phase-amplitude model provides a more complete description of the response of the human circadian pacemaker to strong, weak, and critical resetting stimuli than does a phase-only model.
In the resetting maps shown here, dashed phase-amplitude transition vectors have been used to approximate the resetting route of the circadian system between the initial and final CRs. However, the direct routes implied by these vectors are only appropriate in phase-amplitude resetting, in which large phase shifts are achieved by a progression from the critical region, through the singular region, and out toward the less sensitive portion of the resetting map. Phase-only resetting would require that all phase shifts, including very large ones, take a circuitous path, progressing along the outer edge of the resetting map without any accompanying changes in amplitude. Superimposing the data from the one-and two-cycle resetting maps on the three-cycle resetting map makes it possible to determine whether the direct vectors we have postulated provide an accurate description of the approximate resetting route of the three-cycle trials or whether the more circuitous vector routes of a phase-only model are required. As is clear from Figures 4 and 5 , the final phase-amplitude rings of the one-and two-cycle trials fall across the dashed phase-amplitude vector routes connecting the initial and final phase-amplitude rings of the three-cycle trials in Figure 3 . This strongly suggests that these direct transition vectors do indeed represent the approximate resetting routes of the circadian system.
Although we had been able to determine from the critical regions of the PRC and PTC published previously that the three-cycle stimulus induced type 0 resetting (Czeisler et al., 1989; Lakin-Thomas, 1993) , the three-cycle PARM presented here (Fig. 3) confirms and expands this finding. These data indicate that endogenous circadian amplitude shows qualitatively different responses to this type 0 stimulus, depending on the initial phase at which the stimulus occurs. When the stimulus is centered over the highly sensitive region of the PTC where the slope is steeply negative, the resetting map indicates that the stimulus acts to substantially reduce circadian amplitude, driving the system through the singular region to a final phase on the opposite side of the map. Figures 3 and 4 indicate that in these trials there is also a dispersion away from the origin toward 90° and 270°. Such dispersion is apparent in singularity experiments conducted in other organisms as well (Engelmann and Johnsson, 1978; Peterson, 1980) . This divergence, combined with strong amplitude recovery, contributes to the steepness of the slope in the critical region of the type 0 PTC, and reduces the likelihood of the system's being driven close to its singularity.
In less sensitive portions of the PTC where the slope is positive, the calculated vector routes suggest that the stimulus induces only small changes in amplitude, some of which may actually involve amplitude enhancement. Thus, a stimulus that is strong enough to induce type 0 resetting need not necessarily have strong effects on circadian amplitude at all initial phases. Instead, the resetting of phase via strong amplitude suppression is restricted to only a narrow portion of the PTC in its most highly sensitive region. In the remaining parts of the PTC where the slope is positive, this same type 0 stimulus induces only modest changes in both phase and amplitude. This finding underscores the importance of fully characterizing the effects of stimuli on both circadian phase and circadian amplitude at all phases of the circadian cycle, in order to distinguish the underlying features of the circadian pacemaker's resetting responses.
One noteworthy feature of the three-cycle PARM shown in Figure 3 is the extent of the amplitude recovery observed in the trials in which the stimulus was centered near the critical region. These trials, which make up the inner arc of the three-cycle PARM, have near-normal final amplitudes (average: 0.203° ± 0.018°C), even though the results of the two-cycle experiments show that the first two cycles of such critically timed three-cycle stimuli can significantly reduce circadian amplitude (average final amplitude: 0.114° ± 0.017°C). The data from the subject who was kept in darkness for one cycle following amplitude suppression indicate that in the absence of exposure to the third stimulus cycle, amplitude recovery may take more than four circadian cycles to be completed. However, in the seven subjects to whom a third stimulus cycle was applied following amplitude suppression, circadian amplitude increased back to normal levels within three circadian cycles. Thus, our data indicate that in near-critical three-cycle trials, the third stimulus cycle induces more rapid amplitude recovery than that which would normally occur in the absence of light stimuli.
Some researchers have questioned whether such changes in the amplitude of the endogenous core body temperature rhythm actually reflect changes in the amplitude of the circadian pacemaker itself (Beersma and Daan, 1993a,b) . One way to address this issue is to observe whether the magnitude of phase shifts induced by the one-cycle stimulus is larger at low amplitudes of the endogenous temperature cycle, since a given stimulus will generally induce larger phase shifts when the amplitude of the pacemaker is low than it does when the pacemaker amplitude is higher (Lakin-Thomas et al., 1991) . An alternative method is to see whether or not the PRC for our three-cycle stimulus can be produced by simply iterating a PRC for a one-cycle stimulus three times. In both cases, the phase-only model and the phase-amplitude model make opposite predictions.
In a phase-only system, the reduction in amplitude of the marker rhythms observed in response to a two-cycle stimulus must occur without any accompanying reduction in the amplitude of the pacemaker driving these markers (Beersma and Daan, 1993a) . Thus, the phase-only model predicts that a one-cycle stimulus will always have the same effect when given at a particular initial phase, regardless of the amplitude of the marker rhythms, because the pacemaker will always be at its normal amplitude. Therefore, in a phase-only system the PRC of the three-cycle stimulus could be calculated by simply iterating the one-cycle PRC three times, since each stimulus cycle would have the same one-cycle PRC.
In a phase-amplitude system, on the other hand, critically timed exposure to a twocycle stimulus does indeed reduce the amplitude of the circadian pacemaker itself. The phase-amplitude model thus predicts that a one-cycle stimulus would induce larger phase shifts after such reduction of amplitude than it would at normal amplitudes. Therefore, in the phase-amplitude model, instead of simply iterating the normal-amplitude one-cycle PRC three times to predict the effects of a three-cycle stimulus, a new one-cycle PRC for a stimulus given at a low initial amplitude is needed to describe the resetting effects of the third stimulus cycle after amplitude reduction. This one-cycle PRC for low initial amplitudes would contain larger phase shifts than the PRC at normal amplitude. It is this important feature of phase-amplitude resetting that allows a three-cycle stimulus to induce type 0 resetting, even though a one-cycle stimulus at normal amplitude can only induce type 1 resetting (Strogatz, 1990; Zeng et al., 1992) . - We have found here that iterating our one-cycle PRC three times results in a type 1 PRC (as shown in Fig. 6c ), indicating that the type 0 three-cycle PRC we observed experimentally ( Fig. 2c ) cannot be explained by simple iteration of our type 1 PRC. In addition, our data suggest that after circadian amplitude has been greatly reduced by a critical two-cycle stimulus, a one-cycle stimulus can induce phase advances as large as 3 to 6 hr. Such advances are much larger than any phase advances we have observed in trials in which a one-cycle stimulus was applied at near-normal amplitudes. These findings suggest that the reductions in the amplitude of the endogenous core body temperature observed following critically timed exposure to a two-cycle stimulus do indeed reflect changes in the amplitude of the circadian pacemaker itself.
In summary, the findings presented here indicate that measurement of circadian amplitude as well as of circadian phase is critical for the complete understanding of the resetting effects of light on the human circadian system (Winfree, 1987) . The PARMs demonstrate unequivocally that a phase-only model is insufficient to describe the three-cycle results reported previously, and that a phase-amplitude model must be adopted for the complete description of human circadian resetting by light. They further suggest that systematic changes in circadian amplitude occur as the resetting stimulus is varied across the circadian cycle. The data are useful in honing model parameters and provide a good test for many model predictions.
However, further experiments are needed in which the initial amplitudes and circadian histories of the subjects are carefully controlled, in order to characterize better the association between initial phase and final amplitude that is suggested by the current study-especially in response to weaker stimuli and in the less sensitive regions of the PRC, away from the temperature nadir. In addition, the relationship of endogenous circadian temperature amplitude in humans to the amplitude of other circadian markers, and to the amplitude of the actual pacemaker itself, merits further investigation. Although the relative changes in circadian temperature amplitude that we have observed within individuals in response to resetting stimuli appear to reflect changes in the output of the human circadian pacemaker, it is not yet known to what extent interindividual differences in absolute temperature amplitude reflect the amplitude of the pacemaker rather than the strength of the coupling of the marker to that pacemaker. Finally, these data underscore the need to investigate whether significant transients occur following exposure to a one-cycle stimulus. Future studies are needed to resolve these questions, and thereby to improve our understanding of the mechanism by which light acts on the human circadian pacemaker.
